Blockchain Engineer
Welcome to Cartesi. Cartesi is a decentralized and scalable linux infrastructure solving the
problems of scalability and infrastructure for blockchains. Blockchain applications can now be
built with all software available today while also being free from the limits and high costs of
blockchains; still preserving their security guarantees and consensus. Cartesi brings real world
computations to the blockchain.
We are an early stage project that is launching their tech with an energetic team located in both
Taipei and Rio de Janeiro. We are looking to hire awesome people that will help ramp up our
engineering department and achieve our vision of making the development and use of
blockchain applications as close as possible to their centralized counterparts.
Working with Cartesi is awesome, how about a few perks?
❏ Flexible work hours and location (remote is no problem).
❏ Potential to be a big part of the project as it develops, own your work and contribute your
visions and ideas.
❏ Work with an enthusiastic team that likes to have fun and really cares about what we’re
building.
❏ + More! Help build our culture.
What will you do?
Cartesi is looking for a talented, motivated blockchain engineer, specialized in Ethereum
(Solidity). Presenting solutions, proof of concepts, and options to clients in a team setting for
each project in a consultative environment. Work in internal Cartesi tech development and
external teams reporting up to a Project Lead when on assignment.
We’re looking for somebody cool who knows what they’re doing. That might look like this!
❏ 3 + years of software engineering experience developing highly reliable, scalable
products and services
❏ Strong experience with at least one modern coding language such as Python, Rust or
C++
❏ Good communication skills
❏ Fluent English
❏ 1 + year of developing in blockchain using Ethereum (solidity)
❏ Ability to travel to client locations as needed

Compensation
We are looking for the best people that fit in our team. We are ready to pay a great salary to the
right people!
Interested?
We’d love to chat with you! Send us a message at info@cartesi.io with a bit about yourself and
why you love blockchain and are interested in what we’re building at Cartesi.

